Each CON/SPAN application is custom designed and manufactured to your specific site requirements. From planning through to installation, you can depend on the CON/SPAN Technical Support Team for extensive support. Talk to us. We can bring your project together with a time and cost-saving system that spans well into the future.
Realize substantial time and cost savings with CON/SPAN. This pre-engineered precast arch system of set-in-place units provides the efficient construction of bridges, culverts, underground containment and a wide range of other applications. CON/SPAN – a versatile solution that costs less and serves longer.

Precast modular units can be adapted for curved alignments or placed side by side for multiple span configurations.

Set-in-place construction provides significant time and cost savings compared to traditional cast-in-place methods.

- Increased quality control through plant manufacture
- Great aesthetics with a unique arch design
- Long life cycle and virtually no maintenance
- Reduced construction schedules with set-in-place units
- Architectural facing options available to complement the landscape

**connect with the strengths**

**precast arch units**
- Carries heavy loads at low stress levels
- Reduced initial cost due to economy of materials

**precast wingwalls**
- Geometric flexibility to fit site specifics
- Allows for immediate backfill and cover

**precast headwalls**
- Accommodates traffic barriers or pedestrian railings
- Integral or detached units

**fully engineered system**
- Designed in accordance with CHBD and local design specifications
- Optional precast footings / base slab designs

**install quickly & easily**

- Bridge Construction and Replacement
- Roadway, Railway and Airport Underpasses/Overpasses
- Stream Enclosures
- Golf Course and Pedestrian Walkways
- Stormwater Detention Systems

**put the advantages in place**

- Underground Valets
- Protective Storage Tanks
- Wine Cellars
- Utility Tunnels and Portals
- Boat Passages

**expand your options**
fast forward your project

Realize substantial time and cost savings with CON/SPAN. This pre-engineered precast arch system of set-in-place units provides the efficient construction of bridges, culverts, underground containment and a wide range of other applications. CON/SPAN — a versatile solution that costs less and serves longer.

Precast modular units can be adapted for curved alignments or placed side by side for multiple span configurations.

connect with the strengths

precast arch units
- Carries heavy loads at low stress levels
- Reduced initial cost due to economy of materials

precast wingwalls
- Geometric flexibility to fit site specifics
- Allows for immediate backfill and cover

precast headwalls
- Accommodates traffic barriers or pedestrian railings
- Integral or detached units

fully engineered system
- Designed in accordance with CHI/DC and local design specifications
- Optional precast footings / base slab designs

put the advantages in place
- Increased quality control through plant manufacture
- Great aesthetics with a unique arch design
- Long life cycle and virtually no maintenance
- Reduced construction schedules with set-in-place units
- Architectural facing options available to complement the landscape

expand your options
- Bridge Construction and Replacement
- Roadway, Railway and Airport Underpasses/Overpasses
- Stream Enclosures
- Golf Course and Pedestrian Walkways
- Stormwater Detention Systems
- Underground Vaults
- Protective Storage Tanks
- Wine Cellars
- Utility Tunnels and Portals
- Boat Passages
Each CON/SPAN application is custom designed and manufactured to your specific site requirements. From planning through to installation, you can depend on the CON/SPAN Technical Support Team for extensive support. Talk to us. We can bring your project together with a time and cost-saving system that spans well into the future.